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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

  

This chapter consisted with the background of grammatical errors made by the 

fifth semester students of English and Literature Department. Then, it presented 

problem statement, objectives of the research, significances of the research, and scope 

of the research. 

A. Background 

English is an international language used by many people in many countries. 

It is used either spoken or written language. People use English to make relationship 

with people in different countries in the world. In Indonesia, English is taught as a 

foreign language. English generally has been learned by the students since they were 

in the basic level of education. 

In learning English, the learners will focus on mastering four language skills: 

Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing. Listening and reading are receptive skills 

while speaking and writing are productive skills. All of the skills are improved in the 

English learning process.  

Writing is not easy. Especially in foreign language as Alice and Ann (1991:3) 

say “Writing is not easy. It takes study and practice to develop this skill. For both 

native speaker and new learners of English, it is important to note that writing is a 

process, not a product”.  
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Actually, writing needs good knowledge and hard thinking when the students 

produce words, sentences, or paragraphs at the same time with good English 

grammatical. English grammar is more complicated than Indonesian grammar. It 

makes many people when writing English are often made errors. Those errors are 

caused by their native language structure and some developmental causes of error but 

they are not aware of those causes.  

One of causes of students' error is influencing of their mother tongue that 

usually called interference. Language interference is a nature phenomenon that occurs 

in bilingual or multilingual countries. Lekova (2010:320) states that Communication 

between the two languages system are the reason for the interference which is 

negative transfer of language habits and skills from the mother tongue or from a 

foreign language to another foreign language or a change in linguistic structures and 

structural elements.  

In the other hand, some mistakes are made when the students do not 

understand well about the English grammar. Some students commonly make 

grammar mistakes in their learning especially in writing. The students make their 

mistakes repeatedly because they do not have the correction and it is called as error. 

If the learner is able to correct a fault in their writing, it is assumed that the fault is a 

mistake. On the other hand, the learner is unable to make the correction in their 

writing, it is called error.  
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Errors also found in English literature students‟ writing. It is important to give 

errors analysis in their writing. Richards et.al (1985:96) say “error analysis is the 

study of errors made by the second and foreign language learners”. 

Based on the explanation above, the researcher is interested in analyzing the 

fifth semester of English and Literature Department in Adab and Humanities faculty 

about students‟ errors especially in their essay writing due to the fifth semester 

students have already learned structure and writing for three phases and essay is the 

last kind of writing that they have learned in the previous semester. Thus, it can 

evaluate students‟ achievement in writing and structure‟s field. Besides that, the 

researcher also wanted to analyze the causes of student‟s error instead by knowing 

their errors it can help them to decrease their errors. The researcher carried out the 

research under the title ”Grammatical errors made by the fifth semester students at 

English and Literature Department in Writing Essay”. The researcher used Dulay‟s 

theory to analyze students‟ error and Ricard‟s theory to analyze Causes of error. It 

was in line to Corder explanation that was cited in Ali (2012:1029) that “The study of 

error is part of the investigation of the process of language learning.” By using Dulay 

and Richard‟s theories, the researcher hopes that it can investigate students‟ error and 

their causes of errors in writing essay. 
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B. Problem Statements  

Based on the explanation above, the researcher intended to answer the 

following questions: 

1. What types of grammatical errors were found at the fifth semester students of 

English literature students‟ essay? 

2. What were the causes of grammatical errors at the fifth semester of English 

literature students‟ essay? 

C.  Objectives of the Research 

Based on the problem statements, the objectives of this research were: 

1. To find out the types of grammatical errors at the fifth semester of English 

literature students‟ essay. 

2. To find out the causes of grammatical errors at the fifth semester of English 

literature students‟ essay. 

D.   Significances of the Research 

The result of this research was expected to be able to give the following 

advantages: 

1. English Learners 

The results of the research were expected to help the learners to be aware of 

the grammatical errors they made and the causes of the problems they face. It was 

expected that they would prevent to make the same mistakes in the future writing and 

attempt to use the correct grammar in their writing. 
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2. Lectures 

The results of the research were expected to help the lectures to recognize 

the learners‟ mistakes in writing, so they would pay attention to the errors made 

by the learners and also the causes of the errors in their writing. Therefore, the 

lectures encourage them to give more effective explanation that helps the students 

to correct the errors made by themselves. 

3. Other Researchers 

The result of this research was expected to give information and 

inspiration in conducting other research studies. The other researchers try to find 

out the other solutions about it. Besides that, they would be stimulus to make a 

new and deeper research in the same type of the research and they try to create the 

best new reports. 

E. Scope of the Research 

This research focused on students‟ grammatical error in writing essay based 

on Dulay‟s theory (1982). There were error of omission, edition, selecting and 

misordering and causes of students‟ error using Richard‟s theory (1970) which 

consists of interference, over-generalization, incomplete application of rule 

restriction, ignorance of rule restriction and false concept hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter explained about related literature which dealt with some 

previous findings and pertinent ideas. 

A. Previous Findings 

Several researchers have conducted researches in relation to the error analysis. 

There are some previous relate researches that support this research. Some of them 

are presented as follows: 

Rusmin (2009) conducted a study under the title” Grammatical Errors in 

Writing English”. He found the types of grammatical error based on two aspects. 

Based on the source, the grammatical errors were interferenced by mother tongue 

(27%), incomplete application of rules (43%), and false concept hypothesized (17%). 

Based on the effect, the grammatical errors were wrong order of major constituent 

and missing (13%) and wrong misplaced sentence connectors (20%). He finally 

found that incomplete application of rules is the most frequent grammatical error. His 

theses only focus on syntactical error.  

Tammase (2011) conducted a study under the title “The grammatical Errors 

made by the student in writing thesis at English and Literature Department of Adab 

and Humanities Faculty of Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar”. She 

found error in using verb which has the highest frequency of occurrence. All the 

grammatical errors which she found are error in using article (4.87%), error in using 
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possessive (9.75%), error in using adjective (4.87%),error in using determiner 

(9.75%), error in using number (4.87%),error in using pronoun 94.87%), error in 

using preposition (7.31%), error In using verb (43.90%), and error in using 

transformation (7.31%). Her thesis focus on morphology and syntactical errors.. 

Sasmitha (2013) conducted a study under the title “Grammatical errors made 

by the fifth semester students of English and Literature department of UIN Alauddin 

Makassar in writing essay in Academic Year 2012/2013”. She found grammatical 

errors in some classifications. The grammatical „errors were omission, addition and 

misordering. Omission had the highest frequency of occurrence. Sasmitha‟s theses 

focus on Dulay‟s Theory. 

Based on all these theses above, the researcher concluded that errors often 

happen to the people who learn second language. The researcher finds some 

similarities and differences between the present study and three previous studies. 

Their similarities are all of them focus on students writing either essay, thesis and 

other kinds of writing. Besides, the researcher has different problem statements where 

the researcher will look for the causes of errors while all of them did not analyze the 

causes of the errors. 
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B. Pertinent Ideas 

1. Native Language 

Native language is the first language that human learned to speak. Gass 

(2008:7) says that native language refers to the first language that a child learned, the 

mother tongue or the L1 (first language). In writing, some students made errors 

caused by interference of their native language. 

2. Second Language Acquisition 

Second Language acquisition is the study of how learners learn an additional 

language after they have acquired their mother tongue. Ellis (2003:3) states that 

“second language acquisition can be defined as the way in which people learn a 

language other than their mother tongue, inside or outside of classroom and second 

language acquisition is the study of this.” 

3. Concept of Grammar 

a. Definition of Grammar 

Grammar has very important role to support writing. Having a good grammar 

of language will help learners to deliver ideas, messages and feelings either to the 

listeners or readers. Swam (2005) defines “Grammar as the rules that show how 

words are combined, arranged or changed to show certain kinds of meaning.” 

b. Grammatical Units 

John (1994: 1) defines grammatical units of English are word, phrase, clause 

and sentence. Baddulu says (2009:53) word is the smallest unit at the syntactical level 
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of structural grammar. Swam (2005) states that a phrase is two or more words that 

function together as a group while clause is a part of sentence which contains a 

subject and a verb, usually joined to the rest of sentence by a conjunction and 

sentence is a group of words that expresses a statement, command, question or 

exclamation. A sentence consists of one or more clauses, and usually has at least one 

subject and verb. In writing, it begins with capital letter and ends with full stop, 

question mark or exclamation mark. 

4. Overview Error analysis 

a. Definition of  Error 

Some experts have presented various definitions of error. Basically those 

definitions have the same meaning while the differences only on the ways they 

formulate them. 

The researcher put two definitions of error. Norrish (1983:7) states error is a 

systematic deviation, when a learner has learned something and consistently gets it 

wrong and Cunningworth as cited in Nur Asik (2012:14) says errors are systematic 

deviations from the norms of the language being learned. 

It seems that the phrase „systematic deviation in these definitions is a key 

word which can be interpreted as the deviation which happens repeatedly. Further, it 

is necessary to differentiate between error and mistake. Ancker in Galina and Lilija 

(2012:90) says a mistake is a performance error that is either a random guess or a slip, 

it is a failure to utilize a word correctly, and an error is a noticeable deviation from 

the language of a native speaker.” From all the definitions above, the researcher 
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concludes that if the students are able to correct their fault, it called mistake but if 

they cannot correct their fault it called error. 

b. Error analysis 

Error analysis is an activity to reveal errors found in writing. Richards 

(1974:1) defines errors analysis as the study and analysis of errors made by the 

second or foreign language learners. Based on the definition, it is necessary to 

conduct the errors‟ analysis. 

Error analysis is a type of linguistic analysis that focuses on the error made by 

learners. Pit Corder as the father of Error Analysis took a new turn. Corder 

(1981:125) who had contributed to error analysis says “The study of error is part of 

the investigation of the process of language learning. In this respect it resembles 

methodologically the study of the acquisition of the mother tongue. It provides us 

with a picture of the linguistic development of a learner and may give us indications 

as to the learning process.” 

c. Types of error 

In classifying the students‟ errors in writing essay, the researcher used 

Dulay‟s theory. He classifies errors into four types (1982:145): (1) linguistic category 

taxonomy classifies errors according to either the language component or the 

particular linguistic constituent the error affects. Language components include 

phonology (pronunciation), syntax and morphology (grammar), semantic and lexicon 

(meaning and vocabulary), and discourse (style). (2) Surface strategy taxonomy 

highlights the ways surface structures are altered. It is classified into four types: 
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omission, addition, misformation, and misordering. (3) Comparative taxonomy is 

based on comparisons between the structure of second language errors and certain 

other types of constructions. These comparisons have two major error categories: 

developmental errors and interlingual errors; and (4) communicative effect taxonomy 

deals with errors from the perspective of their effect on the listeners or readers. 

In this study, the researcher only focuses on the second type of error which 

called surface strategy taxonomy. There are four categories of surface strategy 

taxonomy proposed by Dulay, Burt and Krashen, namely omission, addition, 

misformation and misordering error (1982:146). It is defined in the following: 

1)  Omission 

This type of error is characterized by the absence of an item, which must 

appear in a well-formed utterance. Certain linguistic forms may be omitted by the 

learner because of their complexity in production. Generally there are two main kinds 

of omission they are omission of content morphemes and omission of grammatical 

morphemes. 

a) Omission of content morphemes 

This type of omission is related to the major constituent of the sentence such 

us: nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. For example: he put it on the table. In this 

sentence, the learner omits a needed verb and the third singular marker-s. It should be 

„he puts it on the table‟. 
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b) Omission of grammatical morpheme 

This type of omission does not carry the burden meaning. In other words, it 

plays a minor role in conveying the meaning of sentence. It includes noun and verb 

inflections (e.g the -s in girls, the-s in father‟s, the –ed in washed, the –ing in 

watching, etc) preposition (in, on, at, under, etc); conjuction (and, or, but, because, if, 

although, etc) verb auxiliaries (are ,will, can, etc.) and article (a, an, the, this, that, 

etc) for example: Ahmad is clever boy. In this sentence indefinite article a singular 

countable noun is omitted. It should be „Ahmad is a clever boy‟. 

2)  Addition  

Addition is the opposite of omission. Addition is the presence of an item that 

must not appear in well-formed utterances. It means that learners not only omit 

elements, which they regard as redundant, but they also add redundant elements. This 

error typed is divided into sub categories namely: double markings, regularization, 

and simple addition (dulay,1982:156) 

a). Double marking 

This error is described as the failure to delete certain items which are required 

in some linguistic construction but in others. For example: 

“She doesn’t knows your name” 
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This sentence shows the failure of deleting third singular marker –s where the 

auxiliary does is required. This sentence should be “She doesn‟t know your name”. 

b). Regularization 

Whenever there are both regular and irregular in language, students 

sometimes get confused to apply the correct in certain construction. Sometimes, they 

apply the rule used to produce the regular ones to those that are irregular. This typed 

of error is called errors of regularization (Dulay,1982:157). For example: I drawed 

the flower yesterday. 

The word drawed is the example of regularization in which the regular past 

tense-ed has been added to the items. It should be „I drew the flower yesterday‟. 

c). Simple addition 

This error is one of sub categories of addition that is neither a double marking 

nor regularization. For example: they stay in over there. The addition of preposition 

„in‟ is not appropriate used before over. It should be „they stay over there‟ 

3) Misformation 

This type of error is characterized by the use of the wrong from of the 

morpheme or structure. This error has three subcategorized, namely: regularization, 

archi-forms, and alternating forms (Dulay,1982:158). 

a). Regularization 
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A regular marker is used in place of an irregular one. For example: „He drived 

so fast’. 

The correct form of this sentence is „He drove so fast‟ 

b). Archi-forms 

The selection of one member of a class of forms to represent others in class is 

often made learners. The form chosen by the learners is as archiforms. For example, a 

learner may temporarily select just one of the English demonstrative adjective this, 

that, these and those. For example: 

That dog 

That dogs 

For this learner, that is the archi-demonstrative adjective representing the 

entire class of demonstrative adjectives. 

Learner may also select one member of the class personal pronouns to 

function for several others in the class. For example: 

Give me that 

Me hungry 

In the production of certain complex sentence, the use of the infinitive as an 

archi-form for the other complement types (e.g. gerund and those clauses) has also 

been observed. For example: 

I finish to watch tv 
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She suggested him to go 

c). Alternative form 

As the learners‟ vocabulary and grammar grow, the use of archy-forms often 

gives way to the apparently fairly free alternation of various members of a class each 

other. Thus, we see for demonstrative: 

Those cat 

These cows 

In the production of verb, the participle form (-en, as in taken) is also being 

acquired. It may be alternative with the past irregular, as in: 

I see her yesterday 

He would have saw him 

4) Misordering 

This type characterized by the incorrect placement of a morpheme or group of 

morphemes in an utterance. 

For example: what daddy is doing? 

This question is incorrect.it should be „what is daddy doing?‟ (Dulay, 

1982:161) 
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d. Causes of Errors 

 According to Richards (1974:6) there are five causes of erros. Those are: 

Interference, overgeneralization, ignorance of rule restriction, incomplete application 

of rule and false concept hypothesis. 

1). Interference  

 These errors caused by the interference of the learner‟s mother tongue. The 

learner applying knowledge from their native language to a second language. 

Sometimes they translated the sentences based on Indonesian structure instead it was 

different to English structure. For example: social media has many impact negative. 

2). Over generalization 

Richard (1970:47-48) says “this group of error is the result of the use of 

previously available strategies in new situation”. In other words, it occurs when a 

learner creates a defiant structure based on his experience of other structure in the 

target language. Furthermore, overgeneralization is associated with redundancy 

reductions it may occur. For instance with items which are contracted in the grammar 

of the language but do not carry significant and obvious contrast for the learner. 

The –ed marker, in narrative or in other past context, often appears to carry no 

meaning since past-ness is usually indicated lexically in stories, and the essential 

notion of sequence in narrative can be expressed equally well in the present yesterday 

I go to university and I meet my new professor. 

 

3). Ignorance of the rule restriction 
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In this type of error, the learner fails to observe the restriction of existing 

structure. Some rule restriction errors may be accounted for in term of analogy and 

may result from the learning roles. For example, a learner may use infinitive after 

verb like “tell” in “tell him to return the book” or „ask” in “I ask you to go there”. He 

then produces an utterance “I make him to do it”. In this sentence, the learner 

ignorance the rule restrictions of the verb “make” is always followed by infinitive 

without “to”. The learner mostly tends to generalize syntactic rules; he has previously 

learned, ignoring the rule. 

      4). Incomplete of the rule restriction 

Intra-lingual error of this type may occur when the learners fails to apply the 

rules completely due to the stimulus sentences. It shows an utterance of structures 

whose deviancy represents the degree of development of the rules required producing 

acceptable utterance. In this case, a statement maybe form as a question. For example 

many people know where is Bali. The correct form of statement should be many 

people know where Bali is. 

5). False concept hypothesized 

It was derived from the faulty comprehension of destinations in the target 

language. The learner fails to use the correct concepts. These errors are sometimes 

due to the poor gradation of teaching items. The form “it‟s” may be interpreted as 

“its” such as in its pleasant in the garden instead of it’s pleasant to the garden. 

5. Essay 
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Alice and Ann (2006:56) say “Essay is a piece of writing several paragraphs 

long. It is about one topic, just as paragraph is. However, because the topic of an 

essay is too complex to discuss in one paragraphs, one for each major point. Then 

you need to tie the paragraphs together by adding an introduction and a conclusion.” 

Alice and Ann (2006:56) also explain that essay has three main parts: an 

introduction, a body and a conclusion. An essay introduction consists of two parts: a 

few general statements to attract your reader‟s attention and a thesis statement to state 

the main idea of the essay. The body consists of one or more paragraphs. Each 

paragraph develops a subdivision of the topic, so the number of paragraphs in the 

body will vary with the number of subdivisions or subtopics. The conclusion, like the 

concluding sentence in a paragraph, is a summary or review of the main points 

discussed in the body. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

This chapter dealt with research method, population and sample, research 

instruments, collecting data procedures and data analysis techniques. 

A. Research Method 

In conducting this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative 

research. Gay (2006:402) explains that qualitative research spends time with 

participants in the research setting. The researcher recorded the setting, the 

participant, and their interaction during research process. 

In the other side, Bogdan and Biklen in Muhammad (2013:78) states in 

qualitative research, the data analysis does not use statistics that requires numerical 

data. Therefore, the data were collected and recorded in description, not symbol or 

numbers. 

 This research described the linguistic phenomenon happened using words 

rather than numbers. It was qualified by examining the phenomena of the student 

grammatical errors and the causes influencing their errors in writing essay.  

B. Population and Sample 

Based on Fraenkel and Wallen (2009:90) the population is the larger group to 

which one hopes to apply the result. While sample is the group on which information 

is obtained. 
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a. Population 

The population of this research was the fifth semester students in academic 

year 2016-2017 of English Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty. 

The populations of this research were 161 students which were spread in 8 classes 

(Ag 1-8). Each class consists of 40-42 students.  

b. Sample 

The researcher used random sampling as Gay (2006:101) states” random 

sampling is the process of selecting a sample in such a way that all individuals in the 

defined population have an equal and independent chance of being selected for.” The 

researcher has random the class by lottery the papers which consist of four classes 

and the result of the lottery was Ag 7-8. Just, the sample of this reseach was 34 

students.  

C. Research Instruments  

  The researcher used observation sheet and interview guide as the main data.  

The researcher observed the class and asked the students to write several different 

themes then the researcher interviewed them using three main questions and the 

questions developed based on the students answer. In supporting the data, the 

researcher used documentation and recording tools. 

D. Data collection Procedures 

In collecting the data, the researcher conducted some procedures as the 

follows:  
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1. The researcher met the lecturer and asked permission. 

2. The researcher explained to the students what the researcher wanted to do. 

3. The researcher asked the students to write essay minimal 2 paragraphs in 

several different themes. Those are: Overseas Scholarship, Indonesian 

Movies, and Social Media. 

4. Then, the researcher collected the students‟ essay. 

5. Next, after knowing the result of students‟ essay, the researcher interviewed 

the students.  

6. The last, the researcher transcribed students‟ interview that has been 

recorded. 

E. Data analysis Techniques 

  The data were analyzed using some techniques as follows: 

1. The researcher identified students‟ error. 

2. The researcher described students‟ error based on Dulay‟s errors categories. 

3. Next, the researcher evaluated students‟ error by giving correction to the 

students‟ error. 

4. After that, the researcher analyzed the result of students‟ interviewed to find out 

the causes of errors. 

5. The last, the researcher discussed about students‟ grammatical error and their 

causes of error in writing essay based on the theories. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter described the data which were collected from students‟ writing 

essay and interviewed, namely finding. The discussion was organized based on the 

research question which underpinned the study. The first sub heading presented the 

findings on grammatical errors and the second sub heading presented the discussion 

of the research. 

A. Findings  

Analyzing the data, the researcher found some kinds of error made by English 

and Literature Department students in writing essay and the causes of those errors. 

The data were presented in the following paragraph which divided into two parts 

namely presentation data and cause of error. The first data showed the types of 

grammatical error and the second data showed the causes of error found at English 

and Literature department students‟ writing essay. 

1. Types of Error 

a. Omission 

According to Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982:146) errors of omission are 

characterized by the absence of an item that must appear in a well-formed utterance. 
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Generally there are two main kinds of omission. They are omission of content 

morphemes and omission of grammatical morphemes. The researcher found 31 

omissions of content morpheme and grammatical morpheme. 

1) Omission of content morpheme 

This type of omission is related to the major constituent of a sentence 

such as noun, verb, adjective and adverb.  

Table 1: Omission of content morpheme 

 

Data 

Omission of content morpheme 

N Verb Adj 

Social media you can get or 

sharing information by using 

internet  (D1) 

 X  

 

There was only one student who made an error of this type. In the datum 1 

(student 1), the student omitted one of the major constituent of a sentence, verb. In 

the sentence the student omitted “verb”. It should be social media makes you able to 

get or to share information by using internet. 

2) Omission of grammatical morpheme 

Omission of grammatical morpheme is the absence of words that play a minor 

role in conveying the meaning of sentence. Which consisted of noun and verb 

inflection, auxiliary, article and preposition. 
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a). Omission of noun inflection 

Table 2: omission of noun inflection 

 

 

Data 

Omission of grammatical 

morpheme 

Noun Inflection 

-s (plural) Ing Er 

I think social media have many 

positive impact and negative impact. 

(D2) 

X   

Every people have one or more 

country in the world that their 

favorite (D3) 

X   

If we talk about social media, we 

cannot apart from teenager (D4) 

X   

Social media is helpful to 

communicate with our friend (D5) 

X   

There are many benefit if people have 

social media (D6) 

X   

  

Most of the students made errors of using “s” as a plural marker. In the 

data 2 (student 2) and 3 (student 3), the student omitted “s” as the plural 

marker. The phrase “positive impact” in datum 2 was preceded by the word 

“many” which should be followed by the plural form of noun. The sentence 

should be I think social media has many positive and negative impacts. 
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Meanwhile in the datum 3, the word “more” refers to the plural form. The 

correct sentence is every person has one or more countries in the world which 

are their favorite country. 

The sentences in the datum 4 and datum 5 (student 4) were also 

categorized as the form of error because the student omitted “s” as the plural 

marker in both words “teenager” and “friend”.  The sentence in the datum 4 

should be if we talk about social media, we cannot apart from teenagers while 

the sentence in the datum 5 should be social media is helpful to communicate 

with our friends 

Like the sentence in the datum 2, the sentence in the datum 6 (student 

5) was categorized as the form of error due to the word “benefit” was 

preceded by the word “many” which should be followed by plural form of 

noun. The correct sentence should be there are many beneficts if a person has 

social media. 

b). Omission of verb inflection 

Table 3: Omission of verb inflection 

 

 

Data 

Omission of grammatical morpheme 

Verb inflection 

-s -ing -ed 

Many information no clear and 

make you stupid (D7) 

X   

Social media also give (D8) X X  
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negative impact for the youth, such 

as the youth become lazier because 

they can get all they need without 

go to the library and reading a book 

for a long time. (D9) 

Social media consist of facebook, 

BBM, instagram, and etc (D10) 

X   

The positive impact beside give 

information and knowledge, also 

use for communication without use 

(D11) phone for send message. 

(D12) 

 X  

One of technology which give 

many impacts for the youth is 

social media. (D13) 

X   

Everybody who want to continued 

their study almost all of them want 

to go abroad (D14) 

X   

Social media is a media which use 

for get information (D15) 

  X 

Beside that social media also use 

for communication with other 

people (D16) 

  X 

The positive impact beside give 

information and knowledge , also 

use for communication without use 

phone for send message (D17) 

 X X 
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In omission of verb inflection, the students omitted both of “s” as a 

third singular person and “ing” as the form of gerund in case of gerund after 

preposition. The sentence in the datum 7 (student 1) showed the error of 

subject and verb agreement because the subject information was uncountable 

noun so the verb should be singular. The researcher assumed that the correct 

sentence is much information is not clear and makes you stupid. 

 In the data 8 and 9 (student 6) the sentence was not arranged well. In 

this case, the errors are omission of “s” and “ing”. The subject social media is 

singular, so the verb give should be added “s” as the third singular marker. 

The next error is omission of “ing” on the verb “go”. After preposition, the 

student should add “ing” at the end of the word. The correct sentence should 

be social media also gives negative impacts for the youth, such as the youth 

becomes lazier because they can get all they need without going to the library 

and reading a book for a long time. 

The sentence in datum 10 (student 1) was also clasified as error 

because the subject social media and the verb consist are subject-verb 

disagreement. The verb consist should be added by “s” as the marker for the 

third singular subject. The correct sentence should be social media consists of 

facebook, BBM, instagram, and etc. 

 As seen in the datum 9, the sentence in the data 11 and 12 (student 2) 

also have errors of the adding “ing” after preposition. The correct sentence 

should be the positive impact besides giving information and knowledge, 
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social media is also used to communicate without using phone for sending 

message. 

 In the data 13 (student 6) and 14 (student 3), the sentences were 

incorrect because the subjects are singular so the verb should be singular too. 

The correct sentence in datum 13 should be one of technologies which gives 

many impacts for the youth is social media. While in datum 14, the correct 

sentence is everybody who wants to continue their study almost all of them 

want to go abroad. 

 The sentences in the data 15, 16 and 17 (student 2) were incorrect 

since the sentences were in the form of passive voice which must use past 

participle after auxiliary be. The correct sentence in the datum 15 is social 

media is a media which is used to get information. While in the datum 16 

should be beside that, social media is also used to communicate to other 

people. Next, in the datum 17 the correct sentence is the positive impact 

besides giving information and knowledge, social media is also used to 

communicate without using phone for sending message. 

c). Omission of auxiliary 

Table 4: Omission of auxiliary 

 

 

Data 

Omission of grammatical morpheme 

Auxiliary 

Is Are Do Can 
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Social media is a media which 

use for get information (D18) 

X    

Beside that social media also 

use for communication with 

other people (D19) 

X    

Social media so easy to 

access. (D20) 

X    

The positive impact beside 

give information and 

knowledge , also use for 

communication without use 

phone for send message (D21) 

X    

Positive impact from using 

social media you can get 

information and friend from 

other country. (D22) 

X    

Many information no clear 

and make you stupid (D23) 

X    

Instagram social media can 

make you to be famous people 

because in social media you 

can taje photos or video it 

makes your friend see (D24) 

X    

Social media also use as a 

telling our activity, tell some 

story and also write some 

quote (D25)) 

X    

The social network that very 

famous and often used in 

indonesian (D26) 

X    
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The negative impact like 

abuse phone, rarely study, 

watching pornografi (D27) 

 X   

Except the benefit, social 

media can bring vice when 

people not use the social 

media well (D28) 

  X  

I think use social media give 

us benefit (D29) 

   X 

 

Here, the students seemed not having understood the usage of the 

auxilliary verb and modals. Most of the errors occured in this form were made 

by omitting an auxiliary in the sentence which plays an important role in the 

sentence, especially in the nominal sentence where the auxiliary verb 

functions as the main verb. 

The sentences in data 18, 19, 20 (student 2) and 25 (student 10) have 

the same form of error where the sentences were passive form that need 

auxiliary verb before past participle. So, the correct sentence in the datum 18 

is social media is a media which is used to get information. While in the 

datum 19 beside that, social media is also used to communicate to other 

people. In datum 20, the correct sentence is the positive impact besides giving 

information and knowledge, social media is also used to communicate without 

using phone for sending message. The last, in datum 25, the sentence should 
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be social media is also used to tell our activity, story and to write some 

quotes. 

The sentence in datum 21 (student 2) showed the omission of another 

auxilliary because social media was the singular subject so it needed auxiliary 

“is”. The sentence should be the positive impact of using social media is you 

can get information and friend from other countries. While in datum 23 

(student 1), the correct sentence is much information is not clear and makes 

you stupid. The sentence was a nominal, and that was why it should be added 

by an auxiliary. Next, the sentence in the datum 24 (student 7) should be 

instagram is a social media that can make you become famous people because 

you can take photos or videos that make your friend can see it. Here, the 

subject “instagram” was a singular noun, so the auxiliary “is” was the 

appropriate verb. 

In the data 20 (student 2), 22 (student 1) and 25 (student 8), the 

students omitted auxilliary “be” which was needed by the nominal sentences. 

The sentence in the datum 20, the correct sentence is Social media is so easy 

to access. While the sentence in the datum 22 should be the negative impacts 

are such as abusing phone, lazy to study, watching pornography. The 

sentence in the datum 25 should be the social network is very famous and 

often used in Indonesia.  
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In the datum 28, (student 10) the student use “not” without auxiliary. 

In this case, the auxiliary of the verb “use” is “do”. The sentence should be 

except the beneficts, social media can bring vice when people don’t use the 

social media properly.  

The last, in datum 29 (student 5), the correct sentence is I think that 

using social media can give us benefit. It was because the subject “social 

media” needed a modal auxiliary “can” before the verb “give” to show the 

advantage of having social media. 

d). Omission of article 

Table 5: Omission of article 

 

 

Data 

Omission of grammatical morpheme 

Article 

A An The 

But negative impact of facebook is 

tricking someone, there are many 

trickers can tricking people, began 

from chatting until greeting.(D30) 

  X 

Instagram social media can make 

you to be famous people because in 

social media you can take photos or 

video it makes your friend see 

(D31) 

  X 

I think social media is part of 

globalization (D32) 

  X 
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The researcher found that there was an omittion of article in the datum 

30 (student 2). The sentence should use article “the” before the word 

“negative” to specify the word. So, the correct one is But the negative impact 

of facebook is tricking someone, there are many trickers can tricking people, 

began from chatting until greeting. In the datum 31 (student 7), the same case 

was found where article “the” should be put on the words “instagram social 

media” to spesify the word as a subject. Then the correct one should be the 

instagram social media can make you to be famous people because in social 

media you can take photos or video it makes your friend see. The last datum 

of this error was datum 32 (student 5). the case was still same as in the datum 

30 and 31. and the correct one is I think social media is the part of 

globalization.   

e). Omission of preposition 

Table 6: Omission of preposition 

 

 

Data 

Omission of grammatical morpheme 

Preposition 

Of By On 

Positive impact facebook can help 

us for chat with family or our 

friends. (D33) 

X   

First, people get financial 

depression if they very depend 

their social media (D34) 

  X 
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Phone is instrument 

communication, many kind types 

of phone like Samsung, sony, oppo, 

iphone etc.  from various world but 

phone have negative impact and 

positive impact. (D35) 

X   

 

The researcher found omission of prepositions “of” and “on” in 

students‟ essay. One of branches of error in the form of omission is 

preposition. It  occured because the students omitted a needed preposition in a 

sentence. Here, the students only omitted preposition “of” and “on” in the 

datum 33, 34, and 35. The sentence in the datum 33 (student 2) should be the 

positive impact of facebook can help us to chat with our family and friends. 

While the correct sentence in the datum 34 (student 5) is first, people can get 

financial depression if they really depend on their social media. And then, in 

the datum 35 (student 8), the correct sentence must be phone is instrument of 

commuication, many types of phone such as Samsung, Sony, Oppo, iPhone 

etc. from various countries but it has posotove and negative impacts. 

2. Addition 

This type of error is characterized by the presence of an item, which must not 

appear in a well-formed utterance. It means that learners not only omit elements 

which they regard as redundant, but they also add redundant elements. There are three 
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categories of this type, those are; double markings, regularization, and simple 

addition. 

a). Regularization 

Table 7: Regularization 

 

Data 

Additional error 

Regularization 

We can make some businesses in social 

media (D36) 

Business 

 

This student added “es” as a plural marker. In the datum 36 (student 

12), the sentence was categorized as the form of error in the term 

regularization in addition. It was because the student added an item which 

must not appear in the sentence. In this sentence, the student added “es” in the 

noun “business” to indicate plural form. The student did not pay attention that 

the word was uncountable noun which cannot be added by “es”. The correct 

sentence should be we can make some business in social media. 

3. Misformation 

This type of error is characterized by the usage of the wrong form of the 

morpheme or structure. This error has three subcategorized, namely: regularization, 

archy-forms, and alternating form (Dulay,1992:158).  

a). Regularization 
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A regular marker is used in place of an irregular one. 

Table 8: Regularization 

Data Regularization 

Its have a rule in each country to 

school there (D37) 

Its-it 

  

The student was wrong of choosing the subject. In datum 37 (student 

3), the student used “its” and “its” was not a subject. It was an adjective or 

possesive pronoun. A proper word as a subject was “it”. Thus, the correct 

sentence should be it has a rule in each country to study there. 

b). Archi-Form 

The selection of one member of class of forms to represent others in class is 

often made by the learners. The chosen form by the learners is called archi-form. 

Table 9: Archi-form 

Data Archi-Form 

But negative impact of facebook is tricking 

someone, there are many trickers can 

tricking people, began from chating until 

greeting (D38) 

Tricking, trick 

Many information no clear and make you 

stupid (D39) 

Many, much 

Beside social media has benefit, social 

media also has negative impact like make 

people lazy, stupid, lost time. (D40) 

Make, making 
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The positive impact beside give (D41) 

information and knowledge , also use 

(D42) for communication without use 

phone for send message.(D43) 

Give, giving 

Use, using 

Send, sending 

Every people have one or more country in 

the world that their favorite (D44) 

People, person 

Indonesian movies are not showing the 

“horror” , they just showing the “sexiness” 

of the actreesses‟(D45) 

Showing, show 

I think people which use sosmed can use it 

sesuai kebutuhan (D46) 

Which, who 

And talking about action and comedian 

movies in Indonesia (D47) 

Comedian, comedy 

Many people using a facebook because 

facebook we can update something (D48) 

Using, use 

Everyone have social media (D49) Have, has 

First, people can give the information to 

their family although their are in another 

country (D50) 

Their, they 

Second, people can get more information 

that their need like scholarship, any job 

openings, and etc (D51) 

Their, they 

The last is people can lose their work 

because social media make their more not 

focus in their job (D52) 

Their, them 

In, on 

 

Most of students made error in this type. In the datum 38 (student 2),, 

the students added “ing” to verb “trick”. The students did not pay attention to 
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the modal which preceded the verb. The verb which came after modal should 

be bare infinitive, thus the correct sentence should be There are many trickers 

can trick people, start from chatting until greeting. In the datum 39 (student 

2), the word “information” was an uncountable noun and an uncountable noun 

should be paired with “much” not “many”. Thus, the correct sentence should 

be much information is not clear makes you stupid. 

In the datum 40 (student 2), the student did not pay attention that a 

verb that comes after preposition should be added “ing”. Thus, the correct 

sentence should be beside social media has benefit, social media also has 

negative impacts like making people lazy, stupid, wasting time. In the data 

41,42 and 43 (student 2), the student did not pay attention that a verb that 

came after preposition should be added -ing. Thus, the correct sentence should 

be the positive impact beside giving information and knowledge , social media 

is also used to communicate without using phone for sending message. In 

datum 44 (student 3), the student did not pay attention that the word “every” 

should be paired with singular noun and singular noun should be paired with 

singular verb thus the correct sentence should be every person has one or 

more countries in the world which are their favorite country. 

In datum 45 (student 13), the subject and the verb did not match. The 

verb should not be added “ing” since there is no auxilliary “be” after subject, 

thus the correct sentence should be Indonesian movies are not showing the 
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“horror”, they just show the “sexiness” of the actresses. In datum 46 (student 

14), the student used “which” to explain people whereas “people” should be 

paired with “who”. Thus, the correct sentence should be I think people who 

use social media can use it properly. In datum 47 (student 15), the student 

was wrong to select the proper word to explain “movies”. The student used 

“comedian”. Comedian meant the actor of the movie whereas it should be a 

kind of movies to explain “movies”. Thus, the correct sentence should be and 

talking about action and comedy movies in Indonesia. 

In datum 48 (student 16), the subject and the verb did not match. The 

verb should not be added by “ing” since there was no auxilliary “be” after the 

subject, thus the correct sentence should be many people use facebook 

because it can help us to update something. In datum 49 (student 17), 

everyone is a singular noun and it should be paired with singular verb. Thus, 

the correct sentence should be everyone has social media. In data 50 and 

datum 51 (student 5), the student was wrong to select a word as a “subject”.  

The student used “their” as a subject but “their” is an adjective pronoun. A 

proper word as a subject is  “they”. Thus, the correct sentence for datum 47 

should be first, people can give information to their family although they are 

in another country and the correct sentence for datum 48 should be second, 

people can get more information they need like scholarship, jobs etc. 
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In datum 52 (student 5), the student was wrong to select a word as an 

“object”.  The student used “their” as an object but “their” was an adjective 

pronoun. A proper word as an object was  “them”. Next, the student was also 

wrong to pair the word “focus” with the proper pair. Focus should be paired 

with “on” Thus, the correct sentence should be the last is people can lose their 

job because social media makes them unfocus on their job. 

c). Alternating Form 

Table 10: Alternating Form 

Data Alternating form 

Social media is a media which use for get 

information (D53) 

For, to 

Negative impact from using social media 

can relieve meeting with other people in our 

area (D54) 

From, of 

The user of those social media is not only to 

those who have been old enough to use them, 

but also to those who have facilitation to 

access internet (D55) 

To,for 

 

A few students were wrong to select the proper preposition for the 

sentences. In datum 53 (student 2), the student was wrong to select the proper 

preposition for the sentence. The correct preposition should be “to” because 

after the preposition “to” should be bare infinitive. Thus, the correct sentence 

should be social media is a media which is used to get information. 
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In datum 54 (student 2), the student was wrong to select the proper 

preposition for the sentence. The correct preposition should be “of” because 

the preposition “of” used as possession. Thus, the correct sentence should be 

the negative impact of using social media can relieve meeting with other 

people in our area. 

In datum 55 (student 2), the student was wrong to select the proper 

preposition for the sentence. The correct preposition should be “for” because 

after the prepositon came a word “those”. Those was object and it should be 

paired with “for”. Thus, the correct sentence should be the users of those 

social media are not only for those who have been old enough to use them, but 

also for those who have facilitation to access the internet. 

4. Misordering 

This type of error is characterized by the incorrect placement of a morpheme 

of group of morphemes in an utterance.  

 

Table 11: Misordering 

Data Misordering 

However social media have effect 

negative and positive (D56) 

Have negative effect 

Everyone would know what is social 

media, even a child know that social 

What social media is 
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media. (D57) 

Whereas, the disadvantages, many 

crime we can get. (D58) 

We can get many crimes 

 

Misordering is the type of error which characterized by incorrect 

placement of morpheme or group of morpheme. In the datum 56 (student 18) 

and datum 58 (student 19), the sentences were presented in the wrong 

sequences. The sentence in the datum 56 should be however social media 

have negative and positive effects. While in the datum 58 the correct sentence 

is whereas, the disadvantages, we can get many crimes. In the datum 57 

(student 7) the sentence was actually a kind of statement, but the student 

misplaced the auxiliary verb. The correct sentence should be everyone will 

know what social media is, even a child knows about social media.  

Some causes of error were found by the researcher from the students‟ essay 

and interviewed which were held after analyzing the paper written by the students. 

The researcher asked three main questions for every student individually to make sure 

that the sentences made by students were intentionally written. After that, the 

researcher asked some questions based on the students‟ answer to find out the causes 

of error they made. The researcher focused on internal causes of errors and found 

seven causes of errors. Those were: 

a. Interference 
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Interference of mother tongue is one of causes that happen in writing. It is 

caused by the habitual action where the students are accustomed to applying the first 

language to the second language. For instances: 

1) However social media have effect negative and positive. (D1) 

(The correct sentence) However social media has negative and positive 

effects 

2) There are many benefit if people have social media. (D2) 

(The correct sentence) there are many benefits if a person has social 

media. 

3) Social media so easy to access. (D3) 

(The correct sentence) Social media is so easy to access. 

The sentences above were considered errors in writing that caused of 

interference from mother language. This happened most of the time due to the 

habit of the speakers in using the mother language in applying the second 

language. Richard mentioned that interference error occur as a result of “the 

use of elements from one language while speaking another, as what can be 

seen from the sentence in datum 1, the diction used by the students to form a 

sentence seemed like a literal translation of Indonesian language. Besides that, 

in datum 2 there is no suffix “s” in Indonesian for plural noun, so it 

contributed to the error in plural form in English. Meanwhile, in datum 3 the 

student formed the sentence without auxilliary “be” since Indonesian language 
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did not have auxiliary verb (is, am, are, was, were). It was in line to the result 

of interviewed where some students said that they made an essay by 

translating Indonesia into English language. 

b. Overgeneralization 

Overgeneralization covers instances where the learner creates a 

deviant structure on the basis of his experience of other structure in the target 

language. For examples: 

1). One of technology which give many impacts for the youth is social media 

(D4) 

(The correct sentence) One of technologies which gives many impacts for 

the youth is social media 

2). Social media also give negative impact for the youth, such as the youth 

become lazier because they can get all they need without go to the library 

and reading a book for a long time. (D5) 

(The correct sentence) Social media also gives negative impacts for the 

youth, such as the youth becomes lazier because they can get all they need 

without going to the library and reading a book for a long time 

3). One of technology which give many impacts for the youth is social 

media. (D6) 

(The correct sentence) One of technologies which gives many impacts for 

the youth is social media. 
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4) Everybody who want to continued their study almost all of them want to 

go abroad. (D7)  

(The correct sentence) Everybody who wants to continue their study 

almost all of them want to go abroad. 

5) Social media consist of facebook, BBM, instagram, and etc. (D8) 

(The correct sentence) Social media consists of facebook, BBM, 

instagram, etc. 

6) They are always post it on social media. (D9) 

     (The correct sentence)  They always post it on social media. 

 In the datum 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, the students made an error. They did not 

pay attention to give “s” as a symbol of third person singular. Richard 

defines that omission of the “s” in the third person singular is an error made 

by students called overgeneralization.  

 In datum 9, the student did not pay attention that bare infinitive did not 

need to be paired with auxilliary “be” such as are, is, am since to be is 

paired with noun, adjective and adverb. Based on Richard‟s theory, this kind 

of error was also called overgeneralizations.  

 

c. Incomplete of  the rule restriction 

Writing in English requires complex and complicated grammar. 

Everything should be arranged well whether it is about subject verb agreement, 
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using preposition or forming question and statement. If the learners made error in 

this form, it is called incomplete application of rules. For examples: 

1). Phone is instrument communication, many kind types of phone like 

Samsung, sony, oppo, iphone etc. From various world but phone have 

negative impact and positive impact. (D10) 

(The correct sentence)  Phone is instrument of commuication, many types of 

phone such as Samsung, Sony, Oppo, iPhone etc. From various country but 

it has positive and negative impacts. 

2). Everyone would know what is social media, even a child know that social 

media. (D11) 

(The correct sentence) Everyone will know what social media is, even a 

child knows about social media. 

In datum 7, the student omitted one of the transformations in a series. 

The student did not write it completely, as Richard (1970:13) defines that 

“omission in one of the transformations in a series or a question word may 

simply be added to the statement form are errors made by students called 

Incomplete of the rule restriction”. Next in datum 8, the student did not pay 

attention to the rule of making statement and question. The student wanted to 

state something but the result becomes a question. The formula of making a 

statement is “subject + verb + connector + subject + verb.  

d. Ignorance of rules restriction 
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The ignorance of rule restriction is a failure to observe the restriction of 

existing structure which is the application of rules to contextualize where they 

should not be applyed.  The sentence was: 

1).Positive impact facebook can help us for chat with family or our friends.  

(D12) 

(The correct sentence) The positive impact of  facebook can help us to chat 

with our family and friends. 

The ignorance of rule restriction is a failure to observe the restriction of 

existing structure which is the application of rules to contextualize where they 

ashould not be applied. In this case, the student failed to observe the restriction of 

rules to context where they should not be applied. In datum 9, the student made 

an error in differentiating between the preposition of “for” and “to”. As Richard 

says that misuse of preposition is an error made by students called ignorance of 

rules restriction.  

e. False concept hypothesis 

Students usually failed to use the correct concept since they have not 

really understood the target language. The examples of sentences: 

1) I think people which use sosmed can use it sesuai kebutuhan. (D13) 

(The correct sentence)  I think people who use social media can use it 

properly. 

2) First, people get financial depression if they very depend their social 

media  
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(The correct sentence) First, people can get financial depression if they 

really depend on their social media. (D14) 

      3) And talking about action and comedian movies in Indonesia. (D15) 

 (The correct sentence)  And talking about action and comedy movies in 

Indonesia. 

4) Social media is a media which use for get information (D16) 

            (The correct sentence)  Social media is a media which is used to get 

information 

5) Social media also use as a telling our activity, tell some story and also 

write some quote. (D17) 

(The correct sentence)  Social media is also used to tell our activity, story 

and to write some quotes. 

6)  Beside that social media also use for communication with other people 

(D18) 

  (The correct sentence) Beside that, social media is also used to 

communicate to other people  

      7).Every people have one or more country in the world that their favorite 

(D19) 

(The correct sentence)  Every person has one or more countries in the 

world which are their favorite country. 

The sentences above were considered errors in writing that caused 

of false concept hypothesis. Richards (1970) mentioned that there is a 
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class of development errors which derive from faulty comprehension of 

distinction in the target language. It includes the misuse of tense. 

Furthermore, he mentioned that the example of the cases are subject verb 

agreement, error in using relative pronoun, misuse of verb, error in passive 

as well as error in gerund. In datum 10, the student made an error in using 

of which and who. Which is paired with things whereas people is paired 

with who. Based on Richard‟s theory, it is an error made by students 

called false concept hypothesis. Next, in datum 11, the student made an 

error in using very and really. Then, in datum 12, the student made an 

error in differentiating between “comedian” and “comedy”. Comedian is 

the actor whereas comedy is the kind of movie. Next, in data 13, 14 and 

15. The students made an error in using active and passive form. The 

sentence should be passive form. The last, in datum 16 the student made 

an error in using people and person. Every should be paired with singular. 

Thus, it should be “person”.  

All causes above proved Richard‟s theory about causes of errors 

meanwhile during interview the researcher found two causes of error that did 

not include in Richard‟s theory. Those were: 

First, some grammatical errors in writing were found because the 

students believe that the sentences they wrote were surely correct. After 
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conducting the interviewed with some students, they were sure that their 

writing was correct. The extract of this case were: 

1). The effect of social media have many negative impact, here I just talk 

about have many the negative impact of social media then positive impact. 

(D20) 

(The correct sentence) The effect of social media has many negative impacts, 

Here I just talk about many the negative impacts of social media than positive 

impacts. 

 2).Every people have one or more country in the world that their favorite. 

(D21)  

 (The correct sentence) Every person has one or more countries in the world 

which are their favorite country. 

3).Everyone would know what is social media, even a child know that social 

media. (D22) 

(The correct sentence) Everyone will know what social media is, even a child 

knows about social media. 

 4).Indonesian movies are not showing the “horror” , they just showing the 

“sexiness” of the actreesses‟. (D23) 
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(The correct sentence) Indonesian movies are not showing the “horror” itself, 

they just show the “sexiness” of the actrees. 

All the examples above indicated that the students were not conscious 

of the right verb and the way they formulated the sentence. They did not 

comprehend in the grammatical rules. 

The second cause of error was lack of practice and vocabulary. Some 

students said that their errors occurred because they seldom practice their 

grammar in writing. It can be seen in the following sentences: 

1) In the world phone is instrument special circle society. (D24) 

(The correct sentence) In the world, phone is a special intrument around the 

society. 

 2).The other impact if they the child start to use social media and then the 

without control them parents cause have the big impact if the child search not 

good for themselves. (D25) 

(The correct sentence)  Another impact is when a child start using social media 

without any controll of their parents than can cause a big negative impact if 

the child searches bad things for themselves. 

 

 c). Most of people can‟t life without open a day of social media. (D26) 
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(The correct sentence) Most of people can’t live without opening their social 

media everyday. 

This finding indicated that the students seldom practice writing and have 

limited vocabulary. They were not aware of practicing writing or increasing their 

vocabulary. They admitted that they practice their writing only in the class, or on the 

other words, seldom to practice their writing. So, even they have already memorized 

some vocabularies but when they made essay, they would forget their vocabulary at 

the end. 

B. Discussion 

 This part discussed the analysis of the data from students‟ writing essay and 

interviewed. The researcher divided the discussion into two parts based on the 

problem statements. The researcher discussed the types of errors and causes of errors 

found in English Literature students‟ essay. 

1. Types of errors found in literature students‟ essay writing 

 having analyzed the data, the researcher found 55 errors in students‟ writing 

essay. Each type was coded by the researcher. They were: one error in omission of 

content morpheme. Six errors in omission of noun inflection, seven errors in omission 

of verb inflection, twelve errors in omission of auxiliary, three errors in omission of 

article, three errors in omission of preposition, one error in addition, one error 
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regularization in misformation, fifteen errors archi-form in misformation. Three 

errors alternating form in misformation, three errors in misordering. 

Many students made errors in omission of grammatical morpheme especially 

in auxiliary verb. It was in line with Dulay (1982:155) he said that language learner 

omitted grammatical morphemes much more frequently than content words. It proved 

that even they have already learned structure for three phases, some of them still 

made errors on it as it was the basic of structure which must be mastered by English‟s 

students especially the fifth semester who will make thesis in the seven semester 

where they must write their research using correct grammar. It expected to the 

students to learn more about content morpheme and grammatical morpheme to 

decrease errors in omission. 

On the other hand, the researcher only found one error in addition where the 

learner added suffix es in the noun “business” to indicate the plural form instead that 

word was uncountable noun which cannot be added by affixes. This meant the 

students have already understood how to present an item in well-formed utterance. 

The findings above showed that the researcher had found the same errors 

appeared in Sasmitha (2013) where she found two students made errors in 

regularization error in misformation meanwhile the researcher found fifteen errors in 

that form. This occurred because the students selected the words in incorrect form. 

This result showed that during three years after Sasmitha conducted her thesis in the 
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same field to the researcher error analysis in writing essay made by the fifth semester 

students of English and Literature department of UIN Alauddin Makassar in writing 

essay of academic year 2012/2013 error in misformation had already increased. It can 

be assumed that students‟ were still lack of understanding about how to select the 

correct form of word for example in datum 49 the student was wrong to select a word 

as an “object”. The student used their as an object but “their” is an adjective pronoun. 

A proper word as an object is “them”.  

Besides that, the researcher only found three errors in misordering where the 

students presented the sentence in wrong sequences such us in datum 54 the sentence 

is actually a kind of statement, but the student misplaced the auxiliary verb and make 

it as a question. According to Dulay (1982:163) this errors made because word for 

word translations of native language.  

All these results implied that the students have difficulties in writing English, 

particularly on the grammatical. The result of this study was supposed to help 

language lecturers to assess their own teaching methodologies and the students‟ 

ability in writing. Additionally, this study could serve as basis in the development of 

a coherent program that addresses the students‟ types of errors and causes of errors to 

decrease students‟ errors. 

2. Causes of error found in literature students‟ essay 
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After analyzed the data and interviewed the students, the researcher found 

some causes of error that were similar to Richard‟s theory and two causes of error 

which did not include in Richard‟s theory.  

Interference as the first causes of error occurred since the students formed the 

sentence based on their first language. It also could be proven from the theory of 

Dulay (1982) and Hayi (1985) that interference as the automatic transfer, due to habit, 

of the surface structure of the first language into the surface of the target language. 

During the research, they admitted that on making essay they translated the sentence 

from Indonesian to English language. In the other hand, the students also formed the 

sentences based on Indonesian grammar instead Indonesian grammar is different 

from English grammar where the students must put s for plural or use auxiliary be for 

nominal sentence. 

Overgeneralization as the second cause of error occurred because the students 

generalized the rule of English grammar. This cause of error is indicated by omitting 

s as the third singular person. During interviewing, the researcher found that the 

students have not understood well how to put additional infinitive after singular 

subject. The students were asked to correct their essay by the researcher but some of 

them were unaware of this omitting. 

The third cause of error was incomplete application of rules. It indicated from 

the students‟ errors in using transformation and statement to question. The researcher 
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found that the students knew their intended in writing. For instance, she said that she 

wanted to give a statement about social media by writing “Everyone would know 

what is social media” but she failed in using incomplete rules where to make a 

statement the verb should be in the end of sentence. 

The fourth cause of error was ignorance of rule restrictions where the students 

failed to use certain structure which must be applied in the sentences like misuse of 

preposition. Here, the students already learned about preposition but they ignored it 

by using another preposition which was not suitable to the sentence. The student 

admitted that she still confused to differentiate between preposition “for” and “to”. 

The next cause of error was false concept hypothesis. It happened due to the 

students‟ faulty comprehension of distinction in the target language. The example of 

this case was misuse tense. Some students were aware that even they have already 

learned about tenses but they have not comprehended to use it. They said that when 

the lecturer explained them one kind of structure in the class, they understood but 

when the lecturer gave them the new tenses they forgot the previous one especially if 

they asked to make a writing. These finding also proven the study of Lim in Ronald 

(2014:96) revealing that English language learners know the rules of tenses but when 

they are supposed to apply the rules, they just jumble it. She add that learners think in 

their L1 then translate it into English, they feel confused in which tenses form they 

can use especially in present and past tense like whether the sentence should be in 

present or past form. 
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On the other hand, the researcher found two causes of errors which do not 

mention in Richard‟s theory. First, the learners believed that the sentences they wrote 

were surely correct instead it incorrect. It proves the theory from lightbown (2001:59) 

that second language learners are not always conscious of their individual learning 

styles, but virtually all learners have strong beliefs and opinion about how their 

second language should be delivered. These beliefs are usually based on previous 

learning experience and the right or wrong assumption. Second, the learners were 

lack of practice and vocabulary. it can be seen from students writing that they used 

vocabulary which is not suitable to other words. When the researcher asked them 

about it, they said that they have less vocabulary. Thus, they used the vocabulary that 

they knew as long as the meaning was same. They also said that they seldom 

practiced writing so even they have already memorized certain vocabulary, they lost 

it. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter presented the conclusion as the results of research findings and 

also suggestion that can give contributions for the future research. The following 

contents of this chapter were explained in the following. 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the previous chapter, the writer concluded the types of errors and the 

causes of the errors made by the fifth semester students in writing essay as follows: 

1.  There are 55 errors in writing. Every type was coded by the researcher. They 

are one error in omission of content morpheme. Six  errors in omission of 

noun inflection, seven errors in omission of verb inflection, twelve errors in 

omission of auxiliary, three errors in omission of article, three errors in 

omission of preposition, one error in addition, one error regularization in 

misformation, fifteen errors archi-form in misformation. Three errors 

alternating form in misformation, three errors in misordering. 

2. Several causes of error also found in students‟ essay. After analyzed the 

students writing and interviewed them, the researcher found some causes of 

error they were: Based on Richard‟s theory; those are: Interference of mother 

tongue, overgeneralization, ignorance of rule restriction, incomplete 

application of rules and false concept hypothesis meanwhile the researcher 
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found two causes that did not include in Richard‟s theory. They were: Some 

of students believe that the sentences they wrote were surely correct and 

students lack of practice and limited vocabulary. 

It could be concluded that the fifth semester students still made errors in 

writing essay and most of their errors caused by internal causes of error as has been 

explained before. 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the findings, some suggestions are proposed to improve the 

students‟ mastery in English especially in writing essay. 

1. The researcher hopes this research can give contribution to the next researcher 

who wants to conduct any research about grammatical error. 

2. It is better for the lecturer to consider the results and findings of the study in 

providing a better explanation about grammar especially in using auxiliary 

verb. 

3. The students are supposed to pay attention to the grammatical areas where the 

errors occur. 

4. The researcher hopes by knowing the students‟ causes of error it can reduce 

the students‟ error. 

5. It is better to create the explanation of structure to make the students easy to 

understand it and practice it. 
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Interview Sheet (English Version)

1. Why did you use this word?

2. What did this phrase mean? Was it presented with correct sequence?

3. Did you translate the sentences based on the sequence of your first language?



Recording 1

Researcher : look at this word ! in this sentence, you use auxiallary “is”. In your opinion, 

is it true or not?

Student : which one?

Researcher : this one..  “those social media”

Student : oh this one.. 

Researcher : actually you have already known it but what made you did not apply ur 

grammar skill when you wrote it?

Student : make it clear !

Researcher : for example.. the word “is”. Actually you know that it should be “are” but 

you wrote “is” furthermore, you have corrected some such as user and 

impacts. So, how could it be?

Student : just because I wrote  quickly. Usually I recheck my writing but I did not at 

the time

Researcher : do you have any obstacle in writing especially the grammaratical since you 

have learned it since the first semester?

Student : grammar? No, it is only about punctuation.

Student : yes

Researcher : ok. Thank you.



Recoding 2

Researcher : okay. Let us start now !

Student : mmh

Researcher : look at this word ! is the writing correct or not? What do you mean exactly?

Student : I mean “cannot live”

Researcher : yes

Student : live.. life.. live means “hidup”

Researcher : which one do you mean? Live or life?

Student : kehidupan is life and hidup is live

Researcher : when you wrote this, did you translate Indonesia into English or you immidiately 

.......?

Student : immidiately in English

Researcher : immidiately wrote it in English.. look at the example! Actually you know it but 

anyway what makes you wrong in writing or in representing the grammar into the 

sentence?

Student : firstly, I am not good at grammar right now

Researcher : ok.. 

Student : perhaps I am good enough at memorizing regular and irregular verb but I cannot 

arrange the words well

Researcher : you have known some vocabularies.. you just need to......

Student : need to be improved

Researcher : improve the way to arrange words.

Student : yes.. the arrangement

Researcher : except what you have mentioned, what is another cause? For example.. I have 

learned grammar since I was in secondary school  then I am taking English literature 

in University but I sometimes still wrong when I write. What is the cause actually? I 

myself maybe because I do not understand about grammar.  What about you? Do 

you have another reason?

Student : if I have an assignment then I relearned the lesson I will understand sometimes but if 

I do not relearned, I sometimes forget.

Researcher : ok..lacking

Student : I mean to make me understand, I will re-open the grammar books.

Researcher : so.. it is lacking of practice

Student : yes.. lacking of practice

Reseacher : ok.. it is done.. thank you

Student : you are welcome



Recording 3

Researcher : look at your writing ! do you want to correct something?

Student : what do you mean?

Researcher : the grammatical or the writing. It depends on you!

Student           : I do not know. I feel it is correct

Researcher : When you wrote the essay, did you translate Indonesia into English or 

immidiately into English? 

Student : immidiately in English.  I just wrote what is in my mind.

Researcher : look at the second paragraph. There is a word of “comedian”

Student : ok

Researcher : did you really mean “comedian” in this sentence?

Student : comedy.. is it comedian?

Researcher : in your opinion, what makes you incorrect  in writing the word at the time?

Student : I came late at the time ma’am. The time was limited and I just immidiately 

wrote what was in my mind without rechecking my essay.

Researcher   : ok. Anyway, the word “for think” in this sentence, Does it carry the correct 

usage or not?

Student : perhaps, “for” should be changed by “to”

Researcher : yes. it can be “to think” or “for thinking”

Student : yes, to think.

Researcher : do you have any difficulty in differentiating between for and to?

Student : sometimes I forget the term.



Recording 4

Reseacher : look at your writing? Do you want to correct it?

Student : There is no.

Researcher : look at this word!  Why do you use the word “is” here? Do you think is it 

correct grammatically?

Student : ahh, it is about grammar. It should use was because it has already watched.

Reseacher : what is your obstacle in writing that make your writing is wrong? For 

example, do you use is instead of was?

Student :oh, when I write, because ehem I don’t think about grammar, I just write what 

is in my mind.

Reseacher : when you make ur essay, do you translate it from Indonesia into English or 

directly English?

Student : Directly English.



Recording 5

Reseacher : look at your writing! Do you want to correct it?

Student : I wrote this quickly so there were many mistakes that I made.

Researcher : there is a mistake or not?

Student : many mistakes

Researcher : in your opinion, is this word correct grammatically?

Student : I don’t really understand about grammar.



Recording 6

Reseacher : look at your writing! Do you want to correct it?

Student : it is true

Researcher : true? Look at this !you wrote “put” after the word “internet”.are internet and 

to suitable pair because after writing “internet” you immediately write to 

searching?

Student : no ! but what is the difference?

Researcher : it is more suitable if you put “for” rather than “to” in this sentence

Student : oh my god !

Researcher : in your opinion, what causes that makes you sometimes incorrect in 

representing the sentence?

Student : I do not know how to differentiate between to and for.

Researcher : yes  because they sound similar.

Student : they sound similar so it is hard for me to differentiate it.

Researcher : What is the main cause that makes you wrong in representing the sentence 

especially the grammar? For example, me.. how could I sometimes incorrect 

in representing the sentence but I have learned grammar since I was in the 

first semester?

Student : in my opinion, I am still lacking of grammar skill...

Researcher : yes.. what is the cause? Why is it lacking?

Student : grammar is really hard for me just like speaking since I do not feel 

confidence to speak and also I do not feel confidence in grammar.

Researcher : lack of self confidence

Student : lack of vocabularies also.

Researcher : yes, I get it. Thank you



Recording 7

Researcher : look at your writing? Do you want to correct something? If so, just correct it ! if 

no, leave it !

Student : no need miss..

Researcher : nothing? There is nothing you want to correct?

Students : yes

Researcher : ok.. I will start asking you.. let us look at this ! the word  “have” in this 

sentence..does it carry the correct grammar or not?

Student : it is incorrect.

Researcher : so, what is the correct one? Use pencil ! anyway, when you wrote this, did you 

translate Indonesia into English or you immidiately wrote it in English?

Student : I translate Indonesia  into English

Researcher : you have already known the correction. So, except this, do you still want to 

correct something? for example you have ever learned about this or you fell this 

sentence is incomplete.

Student : the grammar is correct but this one?? I am going to.. perhaps, it should be “on”. 

It means.. it is wrong. Wait for a while miss ! oh.. it is true !

Researcher : just write what you know !

Student : oh.. like this miss !

Researcher : like this?

Student : yes..

Researcher : there is nothing you want to correct anymore?

Student : yes

Researcher : next.. you ! Thank you brother

Student : you are welcome !



Recording 8

Reseacher : look at your writing? Do you want to correct it?

Student : hmm like this.

Researcher : look at this word!  is it  correct grammatically ?

Student : I don’t know abou grammar.

Reseacher : what is your obstacle in writing that make you writing is wrong? Such us the 

usage of the word “Indonesian”.

Student : because it is country.

Researcher : this is Indonesia

Student : I mean, Indonesian is a country. Such us if we want to say korea country, we 

called it Korean so I write Indonesia country as Indonesian.

Reseacher : ok, there are some word that are not correct grammatically. In your mind, 

what is your obstacle?

Student : Lack of grammar sister.



Recording 9

Researcher : do you want to correct something in your writing?

Student : it is about grammar. I guess all of these are wrong

Researcher : in your opinion, what makes ur grammar are not good? 

Student : lack of practice. Lack of learning grammar

Researcher : so, you do not want to correct anything?

Student : nothing.. all of these are wrong, indeed !

Researcher : ok.. the word “showing” in this sentence, does it carry the correct grammar or 

not?

Student : just showing. Not really !

Researcher : how to correct it? Anyway, your name will not be written such as saputra. I 

will only use datum 1 or recording 1

Student : Indonesian movies are not qualified. That is what I meant ! why ? because 

Indonesian movie just show the physical appearance that can make people get 

negative values. For example Indonesian horror movie. The way they wear 

impolite dress. So, the children and adult who watch it will imitate their style.

Researcher : so, when you wrote this, did you translate indonesia into English?

Student : I use my own language

Researcher : ok.. it is done.. thank you !

Student : just it?

Researcher : yes. Thank you so much !

Student : you are welcome! 



Interview Sheet (Versi Bahasa Indonesia)

1. Mengapa anda menggunakan kata ini?

2. Apa makna phrase ini? Apakah  susunan penulisannya sudah sesuai grammar?

3. Apakah kamu menerjemahkan kalimat berdasarkan susunan bahasa pertama anda?



Recording 1

Researcher : nah ini kata disini kata kita’ pake’ auxiliarry is menuttta sesuai mikah itu atau 

bagaimana?

Student : yang mana?

Resarcher : yang  ini ..those social media

Student : oh disini ..Berarti iyye’

Researcher : menurutta dek.. sebenarnyakan  kita tauji itu tapi apa yang menjadi penyebab 

kita pas menulis, kita ndak terapkanki pemahaman grammarta? Kalau dari 

kita sendiri yang kita rasa selama ini kalau menuliski?

Student : maksudnya?

Researcher : misalnya paski menulisto misalnya ini kata is. Sebenarnya kita tauji bilang ee 

are disini cuman pas kita’ menulis kita’ tulis is. Misalnya ini lagi tadi ada 

beberapa yang sudah kita perbaikito’. Ini user, impacts sebenarnya kita tau 

semuaji tapi pas kita menulis apa yang. Apa penyebabnya sehingga kita 

ndak.. ndak gunakan ki itu?

Student : apadi’.. kayak.. kayak kayak cepat menulis. Kayak begituji. kan biasanya 

kalau sudahka menulis, biasa kuperiksa ulang i..

researcher : oh iyya.. menurutta sendiri dari semester satuki belajar grammar ada tidak 

kendalata dalam hal grammar pada saat menulis? 

Student : grammar? Tidak adaji kak. Masalah tanda bacaji.

researcher : tanda baca?

Student : iyye’

Researcher : iyye’. Makasih dek.



Recording 2

Researcher : nah disitu coba kita liat kata ini.. betul mikah itu penulisannya atau 

bagaimana? Atau apa yang sebenarnya mau kita maksud? Kita maksudkan 

disitu?

Student : maksudku itu cannot live

Researcher : oh iyya.

Student : live .. life.. live hidup.. 

Researcher : yang mana live atau life?

Student : kehidupan.. life.. live hidup..

Researcher : nah, pas kita buat ini essay ta. kita menulis berdasarkan bahasa indonesia ke 

bahasa Inggris atau langsung saja.

Student : langsung saja..

Researcher : langsung saja bahasa inggrisnya.. nah ini contohnya seperti ini.. kan 

sebenarnya kita tau tapi menurutta dari kita pribadi apa yang biasa 

sebabkanki salah tulis atau salahki penulisan grammarta pada saat menulis? 

Kalau yang kita rasa dari pribadita sendiri

Student : yang pertama rasionalnya saya  ndak anu apa ndak terlalu bagus kalau 

grammar saat ini 

Researcher : iyya..

Student : karenakan mungkin anu kak mungkin kalau Alhamdulillah kalau hafalan 

regular atau irregular mungkin ada kak.. maksudnya bagus Cuma mungkin 

itu susunannya lagi

Researcher : vocabnya sudah ada tinggal praktik

Student : tinggal diasah kak

Researcher : diasah susunannya.

Student :  iyye’ susunannya..

Researcher : selain itu apa yang penyebabta maksudnya kan kalau dipikir-pikir sendiri. Ee 

Saya sudah belajar misalnya grammar sebenarnya dari.. misalnya dari  SMA 

tapi sampai kuliah lagi ambil bahasa inggris tapi masih sering salah-salah  pas 

menulis. Apa kira-kira penyebabnya? mungkin karena memang ndak 

pahamtentang grammar. Kalau kita sendiriada tidak alasan lainta atau tarasa-

rasa dari dirita?



Student : biasa anu kak maksudnya kalau ada tugas biasa ini.. biasa paham kalau 

diulangi terus kalau diulangi kembali tapi kalau anu biasa anu kak kadang 

lupa

Researcher : oh iyya.. kurang

Student : maksudnya kalau anu baca buka buku lagi kak.. buku-buku tentang 

grammar..oh iyya ini..

Researcher : oh berarti lebih kepada kurang praktek.

Student : kurang praktek.. iyya..

Researcher : oh iyya sudahmi dek.. makasih na dek..

Student : oh iyye’..



Recording 3

peneliti :coba kita liat tulisanta ada tidak yang mau kita perbaiki

Mahasiswa : apanya kak?

peneliti : grammarnyakah, penulisannyakah, menurutta saja

Mahasiswa : dag tau benar mi ku rasa

peneliti : oh iya, waktuta menulis essai, kita menulis berdasarkan bahasa Indonesia ke bahasa 

inggris atau kita langsung bahasa inggriskan?

Mahasiswa : waktu menulis, langsung bahasa inggris, langsung saya tulis disini kak. Jadi, yang 

terlintas di pikiran langsung saya tulis.

peneliti : oh iya, nah lihatki paragraph ke 2 ada kata Comedian

Mahasiswa : Iye

peneliti :Menurutta sesuai mi kah comedian yang kita maksud disini? Maksudku cocok mi 

kah?tulisannyakah, atau kalau misalnya kita lihat dari situ.

Mahasiswa : comedy, comedian di’?

peneliti :Menurutta apa penyebabnya kita salah penulisan pada saat itu? Atau biasanya kalau 

menuliski apa yang “kenapa di’”  kutauji sebenarnya grammarnya tapi salaht uliska

Mahasiswa : waktu itu harikan saya telat, datang mom toh, jadi waktu, selain waktu durasinya, eh 

biasa langsung tulis-tulis saja mom, jadi kalau setelah itu, setelah pas  selesaimi 

karangannya, essainya tidak saya baca ulang lagi mom, jadi saya baru pi liatki 

grammarnya itu

peneliti : oh iya, disitu katata yang terakhirini for thing, menurutta sesuai mi kah pake for 

thing disitu, setelah ada kata for disitu?

Mahasiswa :  for nya mungkin diganti to?

peneliti : iya bisa for thinking, bisa juga to think

Mahasiswa : oh iya, to think

peneliti : kita sendiritoh, dari kita sendiri kadang-kadang antara bedakan for sama to masih 

seringkikah lupakan atau bagaimana?

Mahasiswa : biasa dag lupa, eh lupa, lupaistilahnya.



Recording 4

peneliti : coba kita lihat essaita dek, ada tidak yang kita mau perbaiki?

Mahasiswa : nah, emm kayak gini.

Peneliti : kata yang ini? Menurutta sesuai mikah susunan gramatikalnya atau

bagaimana?

Mahasiswa : aduh, dag tauka grammar.

peneliti :emm, apa dalam menulis essai apa kendala yang terasa atau apa penyebabnya 

kadang-kadang misalnya salah penempatanki, salah penggunaan kataki seperti 

ini misalnya datata disini,  ini menurutta cocok betulkah itu penggunaan kata 

Indonesia

Mahasiswa : karna kan Negara kak

peneliti : ini indonesianya

Mahasiswa : indonesiannya, Indonesia inikan yang saya maksud disini didalam Indonesia, 

Negara Indonesia kan kayak ji itu korea kan korea biasa orang sebut tapi 

secara gramatikalnya kalau menurutkukan Korean tulisannya jadi kalau 

Indonesia ya Indonesian kak

peneliti : ya, biasa juga at sebenarnya

Mahasiswa : at Indonesia

peneliti : nah biasa ada beberapa yang misalnya kurang tepat kitatulis  nah apakira-

kira menurutta, kita rasa apa penyebabnya,

mahasiswa : masih kurang grammarku kak.



Recording 5

Peneliti : coba lihat tulisanta, ada yang mau kita perbaiki?

Mahasiswa : anu ini kak tulisan terburu-buru jadi banyak salahnya

peneliti : ada atau bagaimana? Kita rasa-rasa saja

Mahasiswa : masih banyak kak

peneliti : nah begini dek, ini menurutta, kata ini sesuaimikah grammarnya…

Mahasiswa : dag terlalu pahamka kak.



Recording 6

Reseacher : coba kita lihat tulisanta, adakah yang mau kita perbaiki?

Student : betulmi kak

Reseacher :betulmi? Kalau misalnya disini, nah setelah kata internet ada kata to 

,menurutta sesuai mikah pasangannya setelah pakeki kata internet, langsungki 

to searching ataubagaimana?

Student : Oh tidak.. tapitohapa bedanyaKak?

Reseacher : kalau yang disini lebih tepatki pake for di banding pake to

Student : hhhh, itumi juga kak astaga

Reseacher : sebenarnya kitatauji, tapi apa kira-kira toh, dari kita sendiri, apa yang 

sebabkanki?

Student :terkecohka ini kak, karna ini toh, to sama for itu kayak samaji

Reseacher : iya, mirip-miripki

Student : mirip-mirip kak jadi, itu cara penggunaannya terkecohka disitu

Reseacher :oh iya, kan ada beberapa misalnya salah tuliski disini, kira-kira dari dirita

sendiritoh, apa penyebabnya, apa penyebab utamanya kita…… grammar 

padahal kalau di pikir-pikir. Misalnya saya sendiritoh, kenapa bisa salah

tuliska grammar padahal dari semester satuka misalnya belajar memangka

misalnya grammar, menurutta kita?

Student : kalau menurut saya pribadi toh kak apa, grammar saya itu belum anu, kayak 

belum sepenuhnya

Reseacher : iya, apakira-kira, apa penyebanya maksudnya belum sepenuhnya karna

beginiki, dari kitaji.

Student : eh apa di’, kayak, itu grammar kak susah sekali menurutku kak, soalnya 

speaking kusaya , kayak belumpi, belum biaska karna malu-maluka kak, terus

grammarnya juga

Reseacher : kurang percayadiri

Student : iya kurang vocab juga

Reseacher : oh iya dek. Makasih



Recording 7

Researcher : coba kita lihat tulisanta, ada tidak yang mau kita koreksi? Kalau tidak ada, 

janganmi. Kalau ada.. kita koreksimi

Student : jammi kak apa lewatmi  ini 

Researcher : ndak adaji.. ndak adaji yang mau kita koreksi?

Student : ndak ji.

Researcher :nah..kumulai bertanya’di’ .. nacoba kita liat yang ini ! ini.. ini kata have 

menurutta sesuai mikah susunan grammaticalnya atau bagaimana?

Student : salah i kak

Researcher : yang pembetulannya bagaimana? Pake’ pensilki.. nah ini kalau misalnya  

paskita’ buat essay. Kita bikin essay ada  tidak kayak dari bahasa indonesia.. 

kita menerjemahkan dari bahasa indonesia ke bahasa inggris atau kita tulisji 

langsung bahasa inggrisnya?

Student : kuterjemahkan dari bahasa indonesia

Researcher : selain ini.. selain ini kan kita taumi perbaikannya. Ada tidak lagi yang mau kita 

perbaiki?Yang menurutta saja.. pernahki pelajari ini atauada kita rasa kurang.. 

Student : betulmi  kalau grammar ca’.. cuman kalau ini.. I am going to.. on kayaknya 

disini.. berarti salah..Jangki dulu kak.. oh cocokmi ini..

Researcher : tulismi perbaikannya menurutta.

Student : beginimi kak.. begini..

Researcher : begitu?

Student : iyye’.. 

Researcher : ndak adami selain ini?

Student : iyye’

Researcher : Kita lagi di’.. makasih na dek..

Student : iyye’



Recording 8

peneliti : coba lihat tulisanta, ada yang mau kita perbaiki grammarnya atau   

penulisannya?

Mahasiswa : tidak adaji kak iyya

peneliti : coba lihatki kata ini, kenapa kita pake kata is disini, menurutta sesuai mi kah

gramatikalnya ataubagaimana?

Mahasiswa : ahh, kalau masalah grammar ini kak, aduh ya Allah..oh seharusnya pake was 

disini kak, karnakan di nonton otomatis selesaimi toh

peneliti : perbaikimiki, kalau mauki perbaiki. Oh…. Ini dek waktuta menulis, apa 

yang ta rasa penyebabnya sampai kayak salah penggunaanki yang seharusnya

misalnya was kita pake is?

Mahasiswa : oh waktunya menulis, because ekhem when I writing I just think what in my 

mind, I don’t think about grammar, when I write something like my emmapa, 

my explanation, I just write eee…… and nothing think about grammar

peneliti : waktuta buatki ini, kita terjemahkan bahasa Indonesia ke bahasa inggris atau

langsungki kebahasa inggris saja?

Mahasiswa : langsung bahasa Inggriis



Recording 9

Researcher :  ini tulisanta, ada tidak yang mau kita perbaiki? Terserah..

Terserah dari kita apanya yang mau kita perbaiki..

Student : masalahnya grammatical kak.. ndak kuanuji.. salah semua kayaknya deh..

Researcher : Apa kira-kira yang.. apa yang kita’ rasapenyebabnya ndak baguspi grammarta. 

Kan biasa ada penyebabnya

Student : jarang latihan.. jarang belajar.. jarang belajar grammar

Researcher : Jadi ndak adaji yang mau kita’ koreksi?

Student : ndak adaji.. memang salah semua..

Researcher : nah lihat ini kata.. ini kata showing menurutta ada tidak yang mau kita perbaiki 

atau betul mikah susunan grammatikalnya menurutta atau kurang tepat?

Student : just.. just showing. Kurang..

Researcher : bagaimana pembenarannya? Tidak dek.. murniji ini.. nantito ndak ditulisji 

namata. Ndak ditulisji namata Bilang misalnya inito nanti kita cuma pakai data 

1 atau recording 1

Student : indonesian movies are not..sungguh tidak berkualitas. Maksudnya sih begitu.. 

kenapa?  karena Indonesian movies just showing physical and showing  hanya.. 

hanya.. menonjolkan tampilan fisik begitu maksudnya  and showing to public 

who can make we get..dan hanya bisa membuat orang mendapatkan nilai-nilai 

negatif. Seperti itu.. contohnya dalam film-film Indonesia itu contohnya film 

horrorlah.. bagaimana artis-artis itu berpenampilan yang tidak senonoh jadi 

ketika dinonton sama anak-anak Bahkan orang dewasapun menonton akan 

meniru gaya seperti itu.

Researcher : jadi waktuta buat ini essay, kita menerjemahkannya berdasarkan bahasa 

indonesia baru kita transfer ke bahasa inggris atau bagaimana?

Student : berdasarkan bahasaku sendiri

Researcher : ituji dek.. makasih na
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